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About ICE

The Italian Trade Agency-ICE is the Government agency that 
supports the globalisation of Italian firms, under the Ministry of 
Economic Development’s strategies. ICE helps to develop, facilitate 
and promote Italian economic and trade relations with foreign 
countries, focusing on the needs of SME, their associations and 
partnerships. ICE sustains Italian firms in their internationalisation 
processes and promotes the marketing of Italian goods and services, 
Italian investments, as well as the image of “Made in Italy” products 
worldwide.

ICE provides information, support and consultancy to Italian 
companies on foreign markets, promoting and fostering export 
and cooperation in all areas - industry, agricultural and agri-food, 
services, etc. - with the target of increasing their presence and 
making it more effective on international markets. ICE works closely 
with the Italian Regions, the network of the Italian Chambers of 
Commerce, business organisations and other public and private 
entities. ICE headquarters are in Rome, with a large network of 
offices around the world and acts as “Trade Promotion Sections” of 
the Italian Embassies or Consulates. 

ICE is now involved in “Piano Sud”, an initiative designed to enable the 
enterprises and research systems of Italy’s so-called Convergence 
Regions - Campania, Calabria, Apulia and Sicily – to express their 
full potential for innovation and excellence. For this reason we have 
the pleasure to present in the Italian pavilion at IFE, with 53 food 
producing companies from Campania, Calabria, Apulia and Sicily.
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SICILIATAVOLA 
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DTS DOLCIARIA SRL  
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APRIMAR SRL
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CAMPO D’ORO VILLA REALE 
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POGGIOROSSO SICILIANO BIOLOGICO DI GIULIA M.R. 
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AZ. AGR. CAMPOCCIA GIOMBATTISTA

Via 4 Novembre, 5G
97019 Vittoria (RG)
Tel: +39 3332938808
info@laperladelsud.it
www.laperladelsud.it
Region: Sicilia
STAND: G

It is a family-run farm, which specializes in horticultural production (harvesting, 
packaging and marketing of products). The benefit of this kind of management 
lies in both the recovery of farming systems no longer in use, and the possibility 
of obtaining innovations in the production process which are in tune with 
choices that promote quality. Fax: +39 081 3606281
info@agrigenus.com
www.agrigenus.com
Region: Campania
STAND: S2620/B

AGROMONTE SOC. AGR. MONTEROSSO

C.da Coffa, Zona Industriale 
97012 Chiaramonte Gulfi (RG)
Tel: +39 0932925226
Fax: +39 0932929011
giusy.arestia@agromonte.it 
www.agromonte.it
Region: Sicilia
STAND: M/N

Agromonte is a modern company aware of how the quality of a product can be 
the key to success. The processing chain activities are based on the production 
of organic raw material grown in greenhouses, carefully selected by experts 
to ensure high quality standards. With regard to quality, Società Agricola 
Monterosso implements a series of initiatives that involve a range of activities: 
from the choice of raw materials to communication with the final consumer. 
Our range includes: organic and not organic cherry tomato pasta sauces and 
passata, spreads, pesto, organic semidry cherry tomato. Agromonte is BRC, 
IFS, HALAL, KOSHER, USDA ORGANIC certified.

APRIMAR SRL

Zona Industriale Sett. 1
87064 Corigliano Calabro (CS)
Tel: +39 0983035222
Mobile: +39 3921384344
info@aprimar.it
www.aprimar.it
Region: Calabria
STAND: E

We are based in Corigliano Calabro, on the Ionic coast of Calabria region. Our 
project is based on dedication and flexibility. 
Born as a research enterprise for developing biotechnologies, natural sciences 
and engineering, we have now off-shore systems for the fish culture and we 
study different sea species. We also have experimenting and research labs and 
we technically assist fishing and marine enterprises.

BASE PIZZA SRL

Via Baffi, 7
70024 Gravina (BA)
Tel: +39 0803250183
Fax: +39 080 9958902
sales@basepizzasrl.it
www.utub.it
Region: Puglia
STAND: I/J

Base Pizza was founded in 2010 in Gravina near Bari, when Angelo Lazazzera 
and the Aliano brothers decided to bring together their many years of 
experience in the food service and baking industry.
We are specialized in the production of handmade pizza bases and typical 
products from Apulia, such as puccia, focaccia and panzerotto, as well as 
crêpes, available both fresh and frozen. All the bases are prepared using local 
ingredients: durum wheat semolina and extra-virgin olive oil, and they are rolled 
out by hand. We supply bars, restaurants as well as wholesalers and Italian food 
suppliers all over the world. 
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CANTINE LOSITO 

Via Treggiari, 28
71121 Foggia (FG)
Tel: +39 3891771554
info@terredelgargano.com 
www.cantinelosito.it
Region: Puglia
STAND: S

Cantine Losito produces awarded organic wines since 1950 in the Apulia 
region, south Italy. The Losito family owns and directly manages 40 hectares 
of vineyards; their winery is located in the midst of their vineyards, an ideal 
condition that allows to preserve all the natural aromas. They produce Primitivo, 
Fiano, Nero di Troia, Moscato, Negroamaro Fax: +39 081 3606281
info@agrigenus.com
www.agrigenus.com

CANTINA GURRIERI – AZ. AGR. BATTAGLIA 
GRAZIELLA

Via della Resistenza, 81
97013 Comiso (RG)
Tel: +39 3395863689
ggurrieri@tiscali.it
www.gurrieri.net
Region: Sicilia
STAND: O

The great passion for wine of the Gurrieri family, led to the creation of a family 
business: the Graziella Battaglia farm. Their love for vineyards has led to the 
production of D.O.C.G, D.O.C and I.G.T wines from autochthonous Sicilian 
grapes from the Ragusa area. Their wines are appreciated not only in Italy but 
also worldwide.

CAMPO D’ORO VILLA REALE

C.da Scunchipane, snc
92019 Sciacca (AG)
Tel: +39 0925580100
Tel UK: +44 01427 754254
Fax: +39 092580089
info@campodoro.eu
www.campodoro.com
Region: Sicilia
STAND: T

For over 30 years Campo d’Oro has been producing a vast range of gastronomic 
products, keeping alive a family tradition that is committed to producing 
high quality food preserves. The company is now at his second-generation 
management, producing typical Sicilian preserves, sauces, pates, fish, jams and 
organic products. Quality certifications BRC, IFS.

CONSORZIO EXPORT FIRST IN SICILY

Via Tramontana, 28F
90144 Palermo (PA)
Tel: +39 3313239308
info@firstinsicily.com
www.firstinsicily.com
Region: Sicilia
STAND: R

The Consortium Export First in Sicily is constituted by the best Sicilian 
companies that supply The Authentic Sicilian Taste: jams, coffee, preserved 
vegetables, aromatics herbs and spices, flour and gluten free products, olive 
oils and processed olives, processed anchovies, pulses.
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LE 4 CONTRADE

Via Vaglio, 3
76123 Andria (BT)
Tel: +39 0883591141
Mobile:  +39 389 8042 725
sales@le4contrade.com
www.le4contrade.com
Region: Puglia
STAND: K

Le 4 Contrade was born thanks to the passion of Valeria, Sebastiano and 
Emanuele, that after years of studying and living abroad decided to return to 
their home town in Apulia to continue the tradition of the Spagnoletti Zeuli 
family. 
The company is specialised in the production and marketing of organic extra-
virgin olive oil, and their brand represents their values of quality, nature and 
style. Fax: +39 081 3606281
info@agrigenus.com
www.agrigenus.com

DTS DOLCIARIA SRL 

Via A. Ascari, 32
95032 Belpasso (CT)
Tel: +39 095918970
Fax: +39 095918970
qualita@cannolidisicilia.it
www.cannolidisicilia.it
Region: Sicilia
STAND: A

DTS Dolciaria was born over thirty years ago, and today our name is known 
both in Italy and abroad, but this does not stop us from waking up early 
every morning and work with passion. Our artisan pride and our love for the 
traditional Sicilian pastry, as well as a careful choice of raw materials are the 
characteristic of our company.

LA CANTINA DI ANDRIA SCA

Via Sosta S. Riccardo,1
76123 Andria (BT)
Tel: +39 0883542912
Fax: +39 0883542912
commerciale@vignuolo.it 
www.vignuolo.it
Region: Puglia
STAND: K

La Cantina di Andria - named Vignuolo, is a winery which focuses on the 
promotion of local Apulian vines.
It was founded in 1959 to bring out the typical autochthonous vines from 
Murgia, fertile land, rich in history and ancient culture.
The present partners have received this inheritance and are transmitting their 
precious knowledge to the new generations.

MAMMARANCIA

Via Luigi Rizzo, 65 
96015 Francofonte (SR)
Tel: +39 0957841450
info@mammarancia.com
www.mammarancia.com
Region: Sicilia
STAND: F

Mammarancia is the mother of Blood Oranges of Sicily. Genuine, sweet and 
fresh, it has a sparkling fragrance and its flesh is of an intense red color. 
Mammarancia is superior quality.
Our company is also specialized in the production and marketing of Sicilian 
citrus fruit, with headquarters and manufacturing plant located in Francofonte 
(Syracuse). It is a new firm following in the footsteps of a family business deep-
rooted in the citrus market for over 50 years, thanks to a deep passion for the 
ancient culture of the citrus of Sicily.
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POGGIOROSSO SICILIANO BIOLOGICO DI GIULIA 
M.R. COSTANZO

Via Don L. Orione, 3D
95047 Paterno’ (CT)
Tel: +39 0950925994
Fax: +39 0950925994
info@agribiopoggiorosso.com
www.agribiopoggiorosso.com
Region: Sicilia
STAND: P

We are specialised in the production of organic Sicilian products, like blood 
oranges and olives. We are certified as ICEA organic production, and we adopt 
good farming practices while respecting the environment and protecting our 
consumers’ health.

Region: Campania
STAND: S2620/B

OLEIFICIO BOVO SAS

Via Madonna delle Grazie, 47
92020 Grotte (AG)
Tel: +39 3397771601
oliocostanza@tiscali.it
www.oliocostanza.com
Region: Sicilia
STAND: C

The company was born in 1998 in Sicily and started as an oil mill, after a 
few years it started bottling and marketing extra-virgin olive oil made with 
biancolilla and nocellara olives. Their extra-virgin olive oil is made exclusively 
through a cold press process.

SABADI SRL UNIPERSONALE

Via Resistenza della Partigiana, 124
97015 Modica (RG)
Tel: +39 3934826300
simone@sabadi.it
www.sabadi.it
Region: Sicilia
STAND: D

Sabadì Srl is based in Modica, Sicily where there is a long tradition of chocolate 
making (more than 250 years). A very different kind of chocolate, cold 
processed with no cocoa butter added.
We produce in our own plant an organic Modica chocolate line, an organic 
functional chocolate line, a line of Modica chocolate Neapolitans and a 
particular kind of “Italian style” hot chocolate.
We export in 35 countries and we are listed in the best department stores and 
best gourmet shops all over Europe.

SICILIA MANDORLE

P.zza Castrogiovanni, 11
95015 Linguaglossa (CT)
Tel: +39 0952936424
Fax: +9 0952936421
commerciale@siciliamandorle.com
www.siciliamandorle.com
Region: Sicilia
STAND: B

Sicilia Mandorle is situated in Linguaglossa, on the slopes of Mount Etna. It 
deals with almonds, hazelnuts and pistachios, in various forms, which are 
strictly organic and homegrown. The company is certified Organic, Kosher, and 
follows safety and quality procedures through the ISO 9001, ISO 22000 and 
the HACCP plan.
Since 2016, Sicilia Mandorle owns a modern peeling plant, with a daily capacity 
to peel from 8 to 10 tonnes of almonds. Almonds are the main business of the 
company with hectares of almonds fields, supplying the best and sweetest 
Sicilian Almonds.
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SICILIA TAVOLA 

Via Montecitorio 
92026 Favara (AG)
Tel: +39 0922421728
Fax: +39 0922421728
info@siciliatavola.it
www.siciliatavola.it
Region: Sicilia
STAND: U

SiciliaTavola produces fresh, dry and frozen gluten free foods of high quality and 
incomparable taste. Our mission is to create typical cooked dishes, respecting 
the Sicilian cooking tradition and make them known around the world. Our 
added values are: the mediterranean taste, appreciated and acknowledged in 
the world, the Sicilian tradition of the dishes, by using only local and craftmade 
products, and the certified quality. The production is highly specialized in 
agroindustrial sector and gluten free foods are certified. SiciliaTavola is present 
throughout Italy in pharmacies, specialized stores, large retailer and we are 
gradually growing in international markets like EU, UK, USA, JAPAN.

LINEA BENESSERE

sicili tavolaa




